
Document 1 

1. a.  An English family that has recently moved to New Hampshire, USA. 0,5pt 

2. The kindness/friendliness of the people surprised them. 

« There are many wonderful things about the United States that deserve praise, but none is more outstanding 

than the friendliness of the people » l.1-2 1pt (0,5+0,5) 

3. a. FALSE : « When we moved to this little town of New Hampshire,… » l.3 

b. FALSE : «When we moved to this little town of New Hampshire, people received us as if the one thing that had 

kept them from total happiness up to that point was the absence of us in their lives » l.3-4 ou « They brought us 

cakes and pies and bottles of wine » l.5 

c. TRUE : «There are many wonderful things about the United States that deserve praise, but none is more 

outstanding than the friendliness of the people » l.1-2 ou  « It was dazzling and it has remained so » l.6 

3pts (1+1+1 (1pt pour bonne réponse + citation, 0,25 pour bonne réponse mais mauvaise citation, 0 pour 

bonne réponse mais aucune citation) 

4. The neighbours are HELPFUL and KIND. The family is SURPRISED and THANKFUL.  1pt (0,25x4) 

5.  « The people live their cars unlocked and the windows open » l.10 and « People will casually leave a $500 bicycle 

propped against a tree and go off to do their shopping. » l.12 1pt (0,5+0,5) 

6. The lady means that people are different in New Hampshire. They are kinder. What they witness in this town 

does not happen in the rest of the USA or the world.(DIFFERENCE/COMPARISON and MORE KINDNESS) 2pts (1 

point par élément) 

Document 2 

7. This document is an extract of a blog. 1pt 

8. a. « This past Friday marked exactly ten weeks since we arrived in London » l.1 

b. « I still panic a bit at the till » l.6 ou « I get frustrated when I can’t find the ingredients I need… » l.8 

c. « because I’m still used to American coins »l.7 ou « I mess up the unit conversions between grams and 

ounces » l.9 

3pts  (1x3) 

9. Trois parmi : « I still panic a bit at the till when I need to pay in cash and I can’t quickly count out the correct 

pence » l.6-7, « I get frustrated when I can’t find the ingredients I need to cook our familiar meals » l.8-9, « I get 

frustrated […] when I mess up the unit conversions between grams and ounces and ruin the entire dinner. », « I 

get lost everywhere » l.10, « Street signs aren’t always prominently displayed » l.10-11. 

1.5pts (0.5x3) 

10. The most difficult challenge the narrator has to face was the noise in the city. In the city there is a lot of noise 

wheres where the narrator lived before, it was very quiet. « The real transition has been from quiet, rural life to 

live in one of the biggest and busiest cities in the world. » l.15-16 and « I have always lived either in the country 

or in the suburbs, neither of which could have prepared me for the noise and the fast pace of the city. » l.16-18 

2pts (1pt pour l’explication, 0,5+0,5pts pour les citations) 

Document 1 and 2 

11. a. Both families have to move to a different place and need to adapt. 

c. Both families experience culture shock. 

1pt (0,5x2) 

12. It was easier for the family who moved to New Hampshire because they were well-received by their neighbours 

and moved to a nicer environment. Whereas for the family living in London there are more frustrations and they 

take weeks to adapt. Their new environment is worse that the previous one. (idée que c’est plus facile pour la 

famille arrivant dans le New Hampshire car meilleur environnement alors qu’il y a des éléments négatifs pour 

la famille habitant à Londres). 

3pts (1pt par élément) 

 

 


